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Abstract: This paper proposes RTX and Matlab UAV flight control system simulation platform based on the
advantages and disadvantages of Windows and real-time system RTX. In the simulation platform, we set the
RTW toolbox configuration and modify grt_main.c in order to make simulation platform endowed with online
parameter adjustment, fault injection. Meanwhile, we develop the interface of the system simulation platform by
CVI, thus it makes effective and has good prospects in application. In order to improve the real-time
performance of simulation system, the current computer of real-time simulation mostly uses real-time operating
system to solve simulation model, as well as dual-framework containing in Host and target machine. The system
is complex, high cost, and generally used for the control and half of practical system simulation. For the control
system designers, they expect to design control law at a computer with Windows-based environment and
conduct real-time simulation. This paper proposes simulation platform for UAV flight control system based on
RTX and Matlab for this demand.
Keywords: RTX, Matlab, Simulation platform, grt_main.c.

1. Introduction
RTX is hard real-time solution based on Windows
operating system developed by Ardence in the United
States. And it provides users with real-time control
performance, scalability, and stability. With
development of Windows applications, more and
more industrial control situation put forward higher
requirements to the efficiency and certainty of
Windows systems. RTX which is worked as a
Windows subsystem and dependent on the original
Windows system architecture adds up new
architecture. Meanwhile it supports multi-core
technology [1]. RTX can monopolize a kernel to
perform real-time tasks. Therefore, in practical
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applications, Windows and RTX can be organically
combined for application design and development.
This makes fully use of their respective strengths,
supply each other and work together, which not only
simplifies the programming, but also meet the realtime requirements.
This paper takes advantage of the method of
combining Windows and RTX, and then constructs
real-time simulation platform based on and
MATLAB RTX. This platform has successfully
applied to UAV flight control system simulation. At
the same time, we achieved the multiple functions,
such as the online tuning parameter adjustment, fault
injection. We have a got good achievement [2].
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2. The Simulation Principles and Methods

2.3. Simulation Parameters Configuration

2.1. RTW Toolbox

After building of the Simulink simulation model,
we configure target files and template files according
to the target platform which has already choose. The
next step is to configure the simulation parameters.
The parameter configuration includes: solver
configuration, data import / export configuration, the
most optimal allocation, Diagnostics configuration,
hardware platform configuration, model-related
configuration, real workplace RTW configuration. [5]
The most important part of the configuration is solver
configuration and real-time workplace RTW
configuration, and other parts are basically used the
default configuration.

RTW (Real-Time Workshop) is an important tool
of MATLAB. It is able to convert standard Simulink
model into real-time programs running under realtime systems. It can generate optimized, portable and
customizable ANSI C code from Simulink models. It
can be used to create an entire system or subsystem C
code that can be downloaded and run for a certain
target machine to carry out simulation on the
hardware in the loop. The generated code can
accurately express model and does not rely on
processor platform. As shown, after RTW generates
C code, according to TLC (Target Language
Compiler) configuration combined with the
MATLAB libraries and interfaces, it can make the
process of generating executable files (referred to
herein as the executable file generated executable file
RTSS under RTX).
The model-based design processing that
established on Simulink and RTW is to support all
stages of development process from algorithm design
to final implementation. [3] In this process, RTW
serves for fast simulation (Rapid Simulation),
generates code, rapid prototyping (Rapid Prototyping
Target), the target program and other tasks.

2.2. References RTX Configuration
for Target Code Generation
Target code generation and configuration process
requires the cooperation of the system target files and
the template files. The target files contain appropriate
information of the target platform and develop the
corresponding template build file. It discusses how
the user generated code according to the selected
target platform. [10] The document consists of three
parts, the comment section, rtwoptions structure
configuration and code generation.
1) The comment section is mainly given out
template file and code generation commands during
code generation.
2) rtwoptions structures are arranged mainly to
settings of the RTW configuration interface.
3) Code generation configuration specifies the
code generation path.
In addition, RTW provides a embed template file,
which is used to create a specific program objectives.
The template file gives the information of target
platform and simulation model that can guide
program to compile and link from the original
program, library flies and user-defined modules
which are generated from models. [4] According to
the template files –system.tmf, RTW generates
program template file –model.mk. The template file
is designed for a specific target environment platform.
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2.4. Model Compiler
Before creating of the RTW program, you should
ensure the proper installation of one or more of
compilers supported RTW. In this "compiler", it
refers to a development environment containing a
high-level language compiler, connectors and of
“make” utility. Simulation parameter configuration
template selects template file which specifies a
compiler that the procedures required in the process
of creating. [6] Once you click compiled, the system
compiles the simulation model according to the target
complier and generate RTX program.

3. The Flight Control System Design
Based on RTX Platform
In the RTX real-time simulation platform, RTX
supports multi-core processing tasks mechanism,
therefore, it can monopolize a nucleus to complete
the task, which breaks the traditional real-time
simulation system operating mode of the traditional
upper and lower machine. It comes true a concept of
real-time simulation on a PC. Therefore, in the RTX
real-time simulation platform is divided into two
parts, the master terminal (Windows section) and the
target-side (RTX section).

3.1. The Main Control Terminal
1) The Main Control Terminal Design Simulation
Process.
Simulation control process will be divided into
two branches according to the different simulation
models: online mode and offline mode. The offline
mode is to load the data of offline, display data curve
and offline analysis. The online mode loads
simulation model, starts the simulation and then
chooses different simulation instruction according to
demand. Simulation control flow as shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Flowchart main terminal emulation.

2) Introduction main terminal functions.
The main achievement of the main terminal is to
control of the entire simulation process, to achieve
the management and control of simulation process.
The main terminals have the following functions.

3.1.1. Model Loading
Model loading is to loaded compiled real-time
applications RTSS that run under the RTX. In
concept, RTSS are similar to other Windows
subsystem in which supports their own execution
environment and API. RTSS are different in an
important section: replace the Windows scheduler
and perform their own real-time thread scheduling. In
addition, in a single-processor environment, all of
thread scheduling of RTSS is priority to all other
Windows RTSS Scheduler.

3.1.3. The Model Signal / parameter Display
In process of the real-time simulation, parameters
of the model are important. We can open up the
target-side model to get shared memory parameters.
In the display process, we also form a parameter tree
to display parameters. In order to achieve function of
online parameter adjustment and also to reduce the
amount of data transmission, this platform designs
parameter values information which do not have to
immediately transfer. We can directly click on the
request of the parameter information which we could
interest. [7] Meanwhile, scalar, vector, we will
separate parameters into two different types (scalar or
vector) in order to text or shown they two in block
diagram form. [11]

3.1.4. Offline Data Show
3.1.2. The Control and Command During
Simulation
Simulation process indicates are auxiliary display
function of the simulation process control. After a
successful executed of a simulation function, the
simulation process indicates can easily indicate the
state of the simulation process, the instructors of the
commands sending from users, displays the execution
status of command, visual image of the simulation
showing the ongoing phase, provides feedback
information to the simulation process.

After the simulation, if it is necessary to analyze
the simulation data, then the display of data offline is
essential. In order to achieve high-performance of
semi-physical simulation platform, we designed a lot
of Simulink blocks where data is stored on the
included modules. This module is to be recorded
semaphore while conducting simulation. At the same
time, it generates a. Dat file in binary format or text
format, so that you can use CVI drawing functions to
draw and analyze appropriate data curve at main
terminal after the simulation.
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3.2. Target-side

3.2.2. Online Tuning Parameters

After building a simulation model in the Simulink
modeling environment, configuring the target code
generation environment, setting up the simulation
parameters, the target can carry out simulation model
real-time code generated by RTW [8]. When
configuring parameters, we select the C-API data
interface to generate data files from which we can
obtain the model parameters information, and then
exchange with the host computer.

In the Simulink simulation, the model parameters
cannot be modified online. We are only to modify the
parameters of the model after the simulation, which
gives real-time simulation great inconvenience.
Therefore, online tuning parameter is extremely
important. Through data exchange interface provided
from Simulink toolbox RTW, this platform obtains
the information like parameters, signals. Data
exchange interface is used the C-API mode. The
target -side main frame function grt_main.c of the CAPI gets the number of the parameter and related
information, and exchange the data through the
shared memory for data. The master terminal
corresponding changing according to the system
corresponding parameter, you can achieve online
parameter adjustment. The specific steps are as
follows:
1) Create shared memory in the grt_main.c, and
the number of data stored in the shared memory.
While creating a structure, stored inside a parameter
is of type (whether it is a scalar or vector), data,
subscript, and the number of data.
2) There is parameter adjustment online interface
in the master side, including the tree structure display
data. In order to facilitate viewing, we display scalar
in the form of a text box. While tabular form vectors
and matrices shown in Fig. 3.
3) The target-side request parameters as well as the
number of parameters obtained under the standard,
then get parameters in the way of shared memory.
4) After obtaining the parameter, we can change
the model to be used for the next cycle parameters by
shared memory. In this way, we achieve an online
parameter adjustment function.

3.2.1. Access Model Parameters Information
Information of model parameters is achieved by
modifying the grt_main.c files. In the target-side, the
first step is to get information of structure pointer
which points to model parameter. We obtained model
parameter information through the pointer to fill in an
array of structures. And then we send to the host
computer side by shared memory structure array. In
grt_main.c contains two aspects by shared memory,
one is the number of parameters, one is the value of
parameter. In the master side, we sent data and
transfer command through UDP to display the
parameters. For convenience, we requests parameters
to display via UDP. [9] We pass is not the value of
the parameter but the subscript and the number of the
parameter.
And then we get the number of
parameters, the value and the subscript of the
parameter through the shared memory. Therefore,
we can get the value of the parameter more
conveniently and actively. Its grt_main.c procedure is
as follows:
/ / Open the shared memory (memory number of
parameters segment)
hSharedMemParaNum = RtCreateSharedMemory
(open shared memory);
if (hSharedMemParaNum) * pParaNum =
paraNum ;/ / open the shared memory if successful,
the data is stored in a variable.
/ / Master client requests data
REQUEST_DATA:
index = commandInfo.Index ;/ / Get the parameter
index
if ((pOneParaInfoArray [index]. NumofRows == 1)
&& (pOneParaInfoArray [index]. NumofCols == 1) /
/ determine whether a scalar
replydata.flag = 0 ;/ / Get to the scalar
else
replydata.flag = 1 ;/ / get into a vector or matrix,
the resulting parameter information for the
corresponding calculation, with our well-known
vector and matrix representation for display.
Such modifications through grt_main.c can get the
appropriate parameters for the subsequent parameter
adjustment online and provide a basis for fault
injection.
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3.3.3. Fault Injection Function
Fault injection is a simulation model of some of
the signal to inject into the user data to facilitate the
simulation process debugging. The fault injection in
notebook platform functionality is achieved by the
fault injection module. And the fault injection
module embedded into the simulation model and the
simulation management software for online fault
injection, i.e., fault injection modules can also be a
way through the online parameter adjustment easy to
change. [12]

3.3.4. Simulation Flow
The process of the simulation design is adding the
timer in the main function. We set the timer sleep
time as the simulation end time. The timer interval is
the basic model of the sampling time. And then you
determine whether the timer callback received first
simulation instruction or not. Determine what type of
emulated instructions depending on the emulated
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instructions for the corresponding treatment. Detailed
simulation of process control flow is as follows
(Fig. 2):

time simulation come true. And we can adjust the
model parameters online, and offline display and
other functions, as well as position to meet the
requirements of UAV flight control simulation.

Fig. 3. Online Scheduling Interface.

Fig. 4. Offline functionality.

5. Conclusion

Fig. 2. Target-side emulation control flow.

4. Platform Test Results
Platform is tested aimed to a small UAV Simulink
simulation model, where model simulation period
is 5 ms.
The Fig. 3 shows that the current small UAV
simulation parameters, so you can easily check the
value of a certain cycle parameters, and the
parameters to be modified.
Dependent offline display in Fig. 4, we can easily
analysis simulation model parameters on the target.
Through authentication, this platform is product
based on real-time simulation method of RTX and
MATLAB and blended with CVI software interface
development exactly. Let Simulink models in real-

In this paper we propose a method of combination
Matlab with RTX real-time simulation platform
construction aimed to the simulation platform for
UAV flight control. In the process of building the
platform, through grt_main.c changes, as well as
UDP transceiver module development, it makes
Simulink simulation have the parameter adjustment
online and fault injection capabilities. At the
meantime, it develops the CVI simulation control
interface at host computer making the system has
good operability. Tests show that RTX combined
with Matlab make real-time simulation platform
better real-time ability. And it also has the online
parameter adjustment function which other real-time
simulation systems do not have. That has good
application prospects.
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